This paper discovers the secret codes of the scale distribution from Planck scale to the Sun-scale by using Planck length derived from three fundamental physics constants, i.e., gravitation constant G, light speed c and Plank constant, and starting from the global consideration of treating the whole universe as a well unified entity in all scales. According to this symmetric scale distribution law of different scale regions: (a) we naturally give a possibility overcoming the difficulty of the desert effect between the grand unification scale and electroweak unification scale relevant to quarks and leptons, and it is really surprising to discover that the scales of quarks & electrons, protons & neutrons and atoms again all sequentially locate at the predicted points of the scale space; (b) we closely uncover the scale of the cells, which is the basic unit constructing the human bodies; (c) even the average height of human being is naturally deduced; (d) further, it is very surprising that the scales of the celestial bodies tightly related to us human beings, including the earth and the sun, also exactly fall at the predicted points in scale space in order. Therefore, all these scales with 10 5n cm order (n = 0, 1, 2, …, 9) above just give a proof of very key anthropic principle for whole mankind (which just makes the anthropic principle be reduced as anthropic theorem), i.e., matter stratums (a) and (b) are inorganic and organic bases of constructing human being respectively; matter stratum (c) is just human being; matter stratums (d) are the living environments of human being. Namely, everything is for or relevant to the existence of human being. Consequently, the experimentally checked scale ladder of well-known matter levels just coincides with the scale ladder predicted by the deduced distribution law. From Planck scale to the Sun scale, people may 
Introduction
Through the development of Physics in hundreds of years, from the perspective of generally accepted physics theories, now we have gravitational theory, relativity and quantum mechanics, which give out the gravitational constant G, light speed c and Plank constant  , respectively. These three physical constants have been measured and checked by lots of strict physical experiments.
String theory can give the most hopeful complete description of the unified theory of everything in the universe, and provide a powerful toolbox along the way for solving problems in very different subjects, e.g., strongly and weakly coupled quantum field theories, cosmology and so on. Using the fundamental units of gravitational constant G, light velocity c and Planck constant  in string theory, one can naturally obtain Planck length . This is just the length of fundamental superstring, the best candidate theory for now to describe quantum gravity, which, however, is conventionally taken as 10 −34 in the past [2] .
In modern science, due to the limit of human abilities, people divide the nature into different subjects to carry on independent research. Similarly, in modern physics, people divide it into different scales and separate it into unrelated small sections to investigate. Though many systems with multiple scales and correlations between different sections have been touched in the past, they were still limited and little work has been devoted to treating the universe of all the known scales as a whole integrated entity. This work is an attempt in this direction.
There are still various ways of dividing and defining different scale regions.
They have their own reasons, which, though seemingly reasonable at first look, cannot survive after further investigations because they are short of profound scientific considerations and contain too strong artificial factors. Thus, the scale region division cannot be unified into one scheme and is, in fact, a mess. What's worse, these dividing methods are too coarse to be utilized to serve as a standard to undertake systematic and strict scientific research, or say, to carry on the separate research in every subfield of science, or at least in fields in the scale region from Planck scale to the Sun-star scale.
This paper wants to solve the above problems. The arrangement of this paper 15 10 GeV of the current grand unification theory [5] .
For (iii)-scale 23 
cm a − ×
, it is just the preon scale, i.e., sub-quark scale.
Various models of preons have been proposed up to now [6] [7] [8] [9] [10], and we can find that the properties of quarks and leptons can be considered to be those of preons and preons' composites by analyzing the models above and the properties of quarks and leptons.
Similar to the introduction of quarks in constructing hadrons motivated by the fact that there exist too many basic hadrons and bosons, it is natural to introduce preons in constructing quarks and leptons from the viewpoint of quark and lepton classification because there exist too many basic quarks, leptons and mediating bosons [5] .
Furthermore, because quarks and leptons have almost vanishing anomalous magnetic moments [5] , which contradicts with the predictions of loosely binding state models, the forces of binding preons for forming the composited quarks and leptons must be effective at very short distance
, it is just a scale of the binding forces, whose corresponding energy is For the scales above the star Sun-system-scopic scale, they are increasing with the universe's expansion, i.e., they are not stable scales, thus we don't discuss them here, but will study them in our following paper due to length limit of this paper.
A Proof of Anthropic Principle
Up to now, there are many kinds of anthropic principles and their investigations [17] - [22] , we consider two dominate kinds of anthropic principles as follows:
Weak anthropic principle:
The observed values of all physical and cosmological quantities are not equally probable but they take values restricted by the requirement that there exist sites where carbon-based life can evolve and by the requirements that the universe is old enough for it to have already done so [18] .
Strong anthropic principle: The universe must have those properties which allow life to develop within it at some stage in its history [18] . Actually, the nineteen parameters and the natural numbers n = 0, 1, …, 9 are not independent, i.e., they are relevant, and we can give the relations between the nineteen parameters and the natural numbers. Using the relations and the relevant parameters, we can create the universe when we can stipulate the relevant physics laws, initial conditions and boundary conditions. Also since Hawking has proved that the God is not needed, that is, after the relevant physics laws are stipulated and the initial conditions and boundary conditions are set, the universe can be automatically created, e.g., see Ref. [23] .
Because we need human being, the matter bases constructing human being and their living environments, we need to, in wisdom, take the natural numbers and the above relevant physics parameters under the conditions that we can stipulate the relevant physics laws and given initial conditions and boundary conditions.
Because we have achieved the great achievements of all the current sciences after about 300 years from the capitalism industrial revolution, again after 300 years, 3000 years, 30,000 years or more, we certainly can reach the conditions above in terms of the development velocity of our sciences.
Specially, we now have partly got the feeling of being the God, namely, we can clone human bodies and various kinds of animals, furthermore, using gene technology, we can improve characters of all animals and plants, even including human being; furthermore, using feedback adjustable automation to replace
Darwin's evolutionism, we can create biologic bodies from simple cell to many cells or from simple to complex automatically with some our needing adjustions, which make all our seeing everything be the result of Darwin's evolutionism; using large hadron colliders etc, we can even create the early vacuum of the universe, even create phase transition of the early vacuum, which may result in the appearance of the big bang of the early universe, when the accelerator's energy is high enough in future.
Therefore, we can create the universe, because we have the needs, i.e., our sun will become red giant star after 45 hundred million years, the great colliding between the milky way system and Andromeda galax will appear after about 34 hundred million years, our universe is expanding with acceleration [13] [24].
Our universe's fate will be big rip or big collapse etc. [24] , which will not fit the living situation of human being. Therefore, at least, we have the motivation of investigating and experimentally creating the new universe to satisfy the surviving requirement of human being. If one civilization is advancing us about, at least, 138 hundred million years, whether they could also create our universe like we should do after 30,000 years or more some years. These problems are very interesting, which are worth to research carefully now and in the future.
Summary and Conclusions
Following the strict scientific methods of physics, this paper finds that all the known stable scale matters relative to human being in the universe appear ac- 5 times in the scale space. In a word, we discover the secret codes of the scales of all the well-known stable scale matters relative to human being. It should be particularly emphasized that the reason why all the derived scales of already known matters relative to human being goes along well with all the observations is because our research is based on physical constants, obtained from strict physical experiments [5] , and their derived scale-the Planck length.
Since this basis is also the foundational base of superstring theory (i.e., the theory of everything), the research results of this paper also show, from the global perspective of physics, that the basis of superstring theory is right, because utilizing the secret codes, people can predict new matter stratums.
Facing these coincidences, we have to emphasize:
1) It is very amazing that quarks, electrons, protons, neutrons, nuclei and atoms (of course they are the basic particles constructing our bodies) all appear at these interval points of some scope-scale regions. Why? It is too amazing for us to keep calm! Are quarks, electrons, protons, neutrons, nuclei and atoms also very special? And why should they be special?
2) The scale of the cells of human bodies just locates at the predicted point of the scale space. It is really surprising!
3) The scale of average height of human beings just falls at a predicted point of the scale space. It is really surprising! 4) What is more surprising is that the celestial bodies relating tightly to us, such as the earth and the sun (they are the exterior living environments of us) all locate at the predicted point of the scale space in order. Why? It is so interesting! Are the earth and the sun very special? And why should they be special?
5) Why do all the already known levels of stable scale matters relative to human being fall at these predicted points of the scale space without any exception?
These phenomena are really interesting big accidents. What do these big "accidents" tell us? Or, is human being special in the universe? Or, is the universe special? All these above may be served as a proof for the existence of the anthropic principle of our observable universe.
6) The upcoming cosmological theory should explain these accidents, just as the e-fold numbers in cosmological inflation should be explained [24] .
Are all the results and problems above simply an amazing coincidence or the consequence of some other reasons (maybe an intricate "design")? It is really a novel question! There must be some profound physics deserving further investigations. The solutions of these problems will undoubtedly be great progresses of our science. The solutions of these problems should depend on or at least be relevant to the symmetric distribution of all the studied scales in this paper. Par- physics meaning etc, they should eventually be written into relevant textbooks. We specially need to stress that all the coincidences show the proof of anthropic principle, which are relevant to natural numbers n = 0, 1, 2, … 9, i.e., are wisdom choices, which just makes the essential anthropic principle for whole human being be reduced as anthropic theorem, but this is impossible in the past [24] . Furthermore, following this paper, there are lots of works to be done (due to length limit of this paper, these will be done in our or anyone's following works), e.g., we shall give the other new physics investigations relevant to − ∞ < n < ∞ , the relations among the fundamental parameters, the natural numbers etc, which will cancel their extra degrees of freedom, simplify relevant theories, and get the new physics landscape and the theories with the natural number marks (for the most direct cases, e.g., superstring theory with n = 0, which means that this theory is best fundamental theory, i.e., the 0-level theory; the grand unification theory with n = 1, i.e., the 1-level theory, and so on). The results in this paper will help people to better understand the current branches of sciences and further systematically develop them in the deepest way up to now.
